Arrival times for people flying into MCI on Wednesday, November 12:
(KU Public Administration Dept. phone #s: 785-864-9090 or 785-864-3527)

1. Edgar Ramirez, US Airways, #590, 1:45PM –Picked up by Susan
   (Susan’s cell phone #: 816-863-1144)

2. Simon Andrew, American Airlines #836, 2:25PM –Picked up by Ed

3. David Matkin, Delta #1097, 2:36PM –Picked up by Ed

4. Sung Kwon, Continental #2180, 3:20PM –Picked up by Ed
   (Ed’s cell phone #: 440-668-5498)

5. Doug Irke, Northwest #1529, 3:51 PM –Picked up by Nathaniel

6. Rebecca Hendrick, Southwest # 448, 4:05PM -Picked up by Nathaniel

7. Karen Mossberger, Southwest # 448, 4:05PM -Picked up by Nathaniel

8. In Won Lee, Northwest, Northwest #2659, 4:19PM -Picked up by Nathaniel

9. Jered Carr, Northwest # 3429, 4:31PM -Picked up by Nathaniel

10. Shanthi Karuppusamy, Northwest # 3429, 4:31PM -Picked up by Nathaniel

11. Manoj Shrestha, Delta #4859, 4:48PM -Picked up by Nathaniel
    (Nathaniel’s cell phone #: 607-232-2491)

12. Eric Zeemering, United Airlines, 362, 6:28PM -Picked up Diana
    (Diana’s cell phone #: 620-382-5829)

PA Dept Seminar Presentation: Richard Feiock, FSU
"Self-Organizing Governance: Economic Development Policy Networks Among Elected and
Appointed Officials”
3:00 pm Wed. November 12th, 2008  308 McCook Rm., Burge Student Union
Workshop Program

Thursday, November 13
8:15-8:30 AM Pick up everyone from Eldridge Hotel- Katherine and George

8:30 - 8:45 AM Workshop Overview
First session begins with the organizers leading a discussion of the purposes and objectives of the workshop.

8:45 AM – 12:15 PM Group Discussion of Individual Research Activities
Presentation and discussion of individual research programs. Each person will explain his or her current research activities, questions, methods, etc. taking about 20-minutes, followed by about 10 minute Q&A. Total time for each person should not exceed 30 minutes.

George Frederickson, Karen Mossberger, Richard Feiock

Break 10:15 – 10:30 AM

Rebecca Hendrick, Simon Andrew, Kelly LeRoux

12:15– 1:30 PM Lunch

1:30 – 5:30 PM Group Discussion of Individual Research Activities
Presentation and discussion of individual research programs. Each person will explain his or her current research activities, questions, methods, etc. taking about 20-minutes, followed by about 10 minute Q&A. Total time for each person should not exceed 30 minutes.

Doug Irke, Eric Zeemering, Jered Carr

Break 3:15-3:30 PM

Edgar Ramirez, David Matkin, Manoj Shrestha, Sung Kwan

5:30 - 6:30 PM Methodological Approaches
How Do We, Could We, Should We Study Networks and Collaboration?

6:30 PM Return to Eldridge – Katherine and George/Kelly

Dinner on your own
Friday, November 14
8:45 - 9:00AM Pick up everyone from Eldridge Hotel- Katherine and George

9:00 AM –12:00 PM Integrating Research Themes/Future Directions

The agenda for day two will be less structured and the content determined by the participants. This day is dedicated to following up on issues raised (or omitted) from the discussions on day one that participants wish to raise. We will seek to identify, integrating themes and research patterns from our discussions, identify opportunities for collaborations, discuss strategies for data collection and methods of analysis.

Dissertation overviews from Ph.D students:
In-Won and Shanthi

Break 10:30-10:45 AM

Discuss a research agenda and/or venues for future meetings and sharing working papers and published work.

PM – Rides back to airport – Randy, Katherine, Nathaniel, Diana? Kelly?